
Class:      Domestic Machine Quilting w/Ruler Templates 
 
Instructor:  Cathryn Scott                    Email: Cathryn.Scott@hotmail.com  
 
Class Supply List 
 
• Quilt Samples   - bring three quilt samples to class, we will be drawing on them to create borders, sashing 

and squares for practice exercises. 
o Fabric – Light, solid, no print.  Good grade Muslin works great for fabric samples for both top and 

bottom.  You will not be able to see your work with prints and med-dark solid fabric will not show your 
markings.  Your thread should be a one or two shades darker than the top, so you can see it, but not 
too dark as it highlights imperfections that will discourage you.    A soft pastel color, like yellow or 
peach works nicely. 

o Best sample size for ruler work is ½ yard size mini-quilts, approx.18 x 24.   Using a cotton batting with 
a small amount of loft is good for starting like Warm and Natural, or Hobbs 80/20 with a small amount 
of loft helps hide in perfections.  Avoid high loft batting like wool or poly until experienced and 
comfortable with using ruler templates.   

 Baste your quilt sandwich together in thirds across the long side as this 
will prevent shifting as you learn to handle the ruler templates.  

  
 
  

• Sewing machine set up ruler template work.  There are a lot of details to get started, but once you 
have your machine set up properly, quilting with ruler templates is a lot of fun. 

o 1/2” Ruler Foot for your machine, the ruler foot is often made specifically for your machine 
brand.  Check with your local dealer or try the Westalee Design Domestic Ruler Foot available at 
many local locations.  Sewsteady.com or westalee.com.au.  Westalee continues to add 
specialized feet to their offerings as popularity increases for ruler template machine quilting.  Do 
be careful of the design of your machines brand ruler foot, I have seen a few that have extensions 
off to the side that can get in the way of your fingers when using some templates.     
 Be aware that the ruler foot for domestic machines support High, Medium and low shank 

models.  Only machines that support a high shank ruler foot can use the 6mm (1/4”) inch 
height long arm templates, other shank heights require smaller thickness templates.   This 
can be confusing, but there are multiple sources for help.   

o Ruler Templates.  You will need a basic straight and curve ruler and one or two shapes (circle, 
Diamond, heart, etc.) shapes that we can practice marking and making rotating designs and 
borders.  We will not be using the templates for making feathers in this class.  Teacher will have a 
few available to borrow, but these are the 1/4” long arm type rulers and will not work properly with 
the low or medium shank feet.  

o Grips for rulers.  You will need some type of grip on the bottom of your ruler so not to slide or 
move on your fabric as you quilt.  One that I use is the Handi Grip by Handi Quilter.  You only 
need a few small pieces scattered around your ruler.  I also like rubber shelf grip and will have 
some available for students in the class.   

o An extended base for your machine is a “must have” to do ruler work.  Just the regular bed or 
free arm will not support the ruler and you risk serious damage to our machine if the ruler is hit by 
the needle.   

o Stop w/needle down feature.  It is very difficult to do accurate ruler or ruler template machine 
quilting without this feature.  While highly recommended, it is not a requirement.   



o  Speed control setting.  Ruler work is slow and takes focus and a smooth rhythm, setting your 
machine speed to a medium to slow setting takes one factor out of the process-controlling your 
foot peddle.  

 
• Needles: We will be practicing with different weights of thread, have available size 10, 12 and 14 

needles for your machine.   This will help in setting the right tension for the exercises.  

   
• Thread:   Aurifil 50 wt is a good, thin low-lint cotton thread.  It works very well for free motion, outlining 

and simple designs, but does provide thread buildup when overstitching.  Recommend this thread for 
most exercises due to less tension problems.  You will also want to have lighter weight threads to 
practice with for both quilting and learning to set your machine tensions.   Good tension is dependent to 
the timing set on your particular machine and not all threads work the same on each machine, or even 
two of the same model.  

o Light/Thin Quilting thread.  We are looking for 60 to 100 wt thread, where 80-100 is best for 
background fill and designs where you desire less thread buildup. Good thinner threads that I am 
familiar with:  Superior-- Bottom Line (60 wt polyester); MicroQuilter (100 wt polyester); 
Wonderfil—Invisafil 100 wt Polyester; Sulky – PolyLite 80 (wt Polyester); Silk Thread (typically 
100 wt).  Teacher will have thread samples available for students to try in class, but it is good have a 
lighter thread in a neutral color, crème, off white to practice with.   

 
 
• Bobbin: The Aurifil 50 wt used on top will work.   Top and bobbin thread do not need to be the same 

weight or type for machine quilting.  Wind a couple of bobbins and have a spare as backup when working 
with the lighter weight threads.  

 
• Quilting gloves allow you to grip the quilt and move it under the needle easier, they often help with 

controlling the ruler template.  However, there are many varieties of gloves for quilting, bulky or loose-
fitting ones can get in the way when using the templates.   So you will want to experiment and find what 
works best for you. 

 
 
• Marking tools. We will be marking lines to follow and points to align the rulers.    

o Air erasable (purple) and blue water-soluble are the best markers for our class activities. A 
liquid eraser pen is a nice-to-have to quickly remove markings when you change your mind.  
Clover makes a good one.       


